GO VIKING
in the fjords

GEIRANGER —
PURE, FRESH & AUTHENTIC

From October to April

#govikinggeiranger
Travel like the locals used to do before the roads came and join in on a fjord cruise from the coastal town of Ålesund to the famous UNESCO Geirangerfjord. In 3 hours, you will take in 3 distinctive fjords and spectacular landscapes along the way, including The Seven Sisters and The Suitor waterfalls.

Includes:
- 3-hour cruise (one way) in a comfortable catamaran
- Audio guide in Norwegian/English
- Drinks & snacks for sale on board
- Return trip available

Duration: 3 hours
Max group size: 147 p

Requests and availability:
- April & October: 3 days a week
- November-March: charter only
- Online booking: www.geirangerfjord.no/fjordcruise-alesund-geiranger-3
- +47 70 26 30 07
- booking@geirangerfjord.no
- www.geirangerfjord.no

#3fjords3hours
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Is your dream to experience untouched snow, magnificent views of fjords, deep forests and mountain farms? Try snowshoeing as a special way of doing just that! Local history and a vast knowledge of culture and nature will be shared with you on the way to winter paradise. Tailored adventures can be arranged for you or your group.

A TASTE OF WINTER

Includes:
- UNESCO World Heritage Guide Service
- Snowshoes and poles
- Thermal layers if needed
- Local food served in the outdoors can be arranged (add-on)

Duration: 2 hours
Max group size: 40 p.

Requests and availability:
Online booking:
www.geirangerfjord.no/snowshoeing-with-guide-a-taste-of-winter-2

+47 900 14 035
post@valldal.no
www.valldal.no
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WATERFALL WALK WITH GUIDE

Water is pure life! Constantly in motion, strong, formative and full of energy, it has always attracted people. Join a guided hike up the architectural Waterfall walk and get close to the powerful waterfall Storfossen. Enjoy amazing views of the famous Geirangerfjord and finish up with a visit to Norsk Fjordsenter (included). This should be on your “Bucket List” during your stay in Geiranger.

Includes:
- UNESCO World Heritage Guide Service
- Entrance tickets to Norsk Fjordsenter
- Hot chocolate/coffee & grilled twisted bread at the Centre
- Thermal dressed if needed

Duration: 2 hours
Max group size: 10 p

Requests and availability:
Online booking:
www.geirangerfjord.no/waterfall-walk-with-guide-2
+47 70 26 30 07
booking@geirangerfjord.no
www.geirangerfjord.no
WELLNESS & SPA

In need of a well-deserved break from everyday life? Hear and feel the crackling warm fireplace and enjoy a sense of well-being and tranquillity at Hotel Union Spa. Spoil yourself with a special spa treatment or enjoy the foot bath, a sauna ritual, aromatic showers, the Japanese hot tub or a refreshing swim in the pool in a 1500 m² area of pure bliss!

Suggestions:
- Union Spa treatments
- Union Day Spa
- Union Bath
- Union Fitness or Yoga
- Spa breakfast, coffee/tea and fruits can be ordered

Requests and availability:
Online booking:
www.geirangerfjord.no/wellness-og-spa
+47 70363000
geiranger@hotelunion.no
www.hotelunion.no
MØLLSTUNET COURTYARD – A STEEP TREASURE OF CULTURE

If you are looking for an exclusive experience, a visit to the authentic old farm Møllstunet from the 16th century is a rare option. This is a cluster of small, very old and protected farm houses, lying like a steep village above the famous Geirangerfjord. It feels like time has stood still, and you can hear and learn the stories of the buildings and the people who lived here directly from the owners.

Includes:
+ UNESCO World Heritage Guide Service
+ Cultural walk/hike up to the farm
+ Heating with the owners with storytelling
+ Thermal dress if needed
+ A small taste of local food and drink
+ Exclusive

Duration: 3 hours
Max group size: 10 p

Requests and availability:
Only available for reservations and online bookings from small groups of tourists.

Online booking: www.geirangerfjord.no/mollstunet-courtyard-a-steep-treasure-of-culture-2
+47 70 26 30 07
booking@geirangerfjord.no
www.geirangerfjord.no
ELECTRIC BIKE RENTAL & TOURS

Cycling made easy & fun! Would you like to exercise and still tackle the uphill to the stunning views of Geiranger? With an electric bike, you can be strong as a Viking and hit the road with a smile. This is a refreshing way to experience the area and extend your radius.

Includes:
- Electric bike (winter tires if necessary)
- Helmet
- Thermal dress if needed

Duration: 1-2 hours
Max group size: 1 p

Requests and availability:
Online booking:
www.geirangerfjord.no/electric-bike-rental-og-tours-2

- Rental
- Guided tours on request
- Weather conditions permitting

+47 70 26 30 07
booking@geirangerfjord.no
www.geirangerfjord.no
SNOWRAFTING – WINTER FUN IN A NEW WAY

Ready to try a fun and exciting winter adventure? On a snowrafting trip on the fields of the World Heritage area around Geiranger, you are guaranteed a treat! Fun games and competitions make this a perfect activity to challenge yourself and your friends.

Includes:
- UNESCO World Heritage Guide service
- Rafting boat and helmets
- Thermal dress if needed

Duration: 2-3 hours
Max group size: 24 people

Requests and availability:
- Online booking: https://www.geirangerfjord.no/snowrafting-winter-fun-in-a-new-way
- +47 900 14 035
- post@valldal.no
- www.valldal.no
GREEN AND TALKING E-CARS

Want to be mobile and independent? An electric car is an entertaining, eco-friendly and simple way of discovering the Geiranger area. With the talking in-car GPS system, you can take a guided drive, showing you the highlights as a good friend would do.

Includes:
+ Electric car rental with winter tires
+ Audio guide in 6 languages
+ Thermal dress if needed

Duration: 1-2 hours
Max group size: On request

Requests and availability:

Online booking:
www.geirangerfjord.no/green-and-talking-e-cars-2

+ Rental
+ Guided tours on request
+ Weather conditions permitting

post@emob.no
www.emob.no
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GEIRANGER ART GALLERY – “TROLL FREE ZONE”

Interested in art?

A visit to the artist Ola Liland in his art gallery is a fascinating experience. Liland’s colourful paintings and graphics are spread all over the world. Discover 3 floors of arts and crafts made by professional artists from all over western Norway.

This is an exclusive and private view of the gallery, where you are served a glass of sparkling wine and can enjoy the art on your own. Maybe you will even find something to bring back home?

Includes:
- Private view of the gallery
- Meet the artist
- Sparkling wine included

Duration: 1-2 hours
Max group size: On request

Requests and availability:
- Online booking: www.geirangerfjord.no/geiranger-art-gallery-troll-free-zone-2
- +47 70 26 30 07
- booking@geirangerfjord.no
- www.geirangerfjord.no
Eager to learn? Check out the modern and copious Geiranger World Heritage Visitor Centre, with interactive exhibitions and a panoramic cinema experience. Hear fascinating stories of how people live in harmony with nature, and how everything is interrelated. The Visitor Centre is open all year.

Includes:
- Introduction by a UNESCO World Heritage Host
- Entrance to the visitor centre
- UNESCO World Heritage lectures on request

Duration: 1 hour
Max group size: No limit

Requests and availability:
Online booking:
www.geirangerfjord.no/norsk-fjordsenter-2
+47 70 26 38 10
booking@fjordsenter.com
www.fjordsenter.com

NORSK FJORDSENTER – VISITOR CENTRE WORLD HERITAGE
If you need to relax, eat well and take a break from everyday life, the family-driven Hotel Union is an excellent option. Indulge in the warm and embracing atmosphere and charge your batteries in comfortable rooms, spacious restaurant/bar areas or the spa department. The vintage car museum in the basement is worth a visit!

Facilities:
- 197 rooms
- 3 restaurants
- 3 swimming pools and a pool for children
- Conference and congress department
- Spa
- Fitness
- Yoga

Requests and availability:
Online booking: http://www.hotelunion.no/booking/#/hotelbooking
+47 70268300
geiranger@hotelunion.no
www.hotelunion.no
LOCAL FOOD & DRINKS

BRASSERIE POSTEN
Simple, good and rustic

The idyllic location at the fjord makes Brasserie Posten, Geiranger’s former post office, an excellent choice for a delicious meal. The food is made from scratch with the freshest ingredients of the highest quality – simple and good. Choose from a large selection of Norwegian crafted beers, including the beer from Geiranger Brewery.

Requests and availability:
+47 702 61 306
vellagamat@brasserieposten.no
www.brasserieposten.no

HOTEL UNION
Norwegian food traditions

The philosophy at the kitchen of Hotel Union is to make good, traditional Norwegian food from the very best ingredients. As a lunch guest you are offered today’s lunch or à la carte – if desired also including a free visit to the vintage car museum.

Requests and availability:
+47 702 68 300
geiranger@hotelunion.no
www.hotelunion.no

GEIRANGER SJOKOLADE
Chocolate with a view

Increase your knowledge about the best thing in the world – chocolate! Try chocolate with flavours like caramelized goat cheese, cloudberries or blue cheese at the award-winning chocolate factory Geiranger Chocolate. Peak through the windows of their production and visit the shop and café. If you have more time and are a devoted chocolate lover, you can join in on a special chocolate tasting (20-60 min.) and learn about the whole process from tree to mouth. Did you know that they actually have their own cacao trees?

Requests and availability:
+47 920 52 906
info@geirangerbryggeri.no
www.geirangerbryggeri.no

GEIRANGER BRYGGERI
An Eldorado for beer lovers

The brewery traditions in the fjords of Norway have always been strong. Mostly, beer was brewed twice a year – a strong beer for Christmas and a lighter for the haymaking season in summer. Want to learn about the beer making, hear the stories and maybe even have a taste? Book a guided trip at Geiranger Bryggeri and finish up with an exclusive beer tasting.

Requests and availability:
+47 920 52 106
info@geirangerbryggeri.no
www.geirangerbryggeri.no
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ACCOMODATION, TRANSPORT & OTHER EXPERIENCES

HOTEL UNION
Hotel
+47 70 26 83 00
geiranger@hotelunion.no
www.hotelunion.no

HOLE HYTTER
Cabins
+47 70 26 30 30
post@holehytter.no
www.holehytter.no

VINJE CAMPING & HYTTER
Cabins
+47 70 26 30 17
post@vinjecamping.no
www.vinjecamping.no

FOSSEN CAMPING & HYTTER
Cabins
+47 70 26 32 00
office@fossencamping.no
www.fossencamping.no

LUNHEIM ACCOMODATION
Guest House
+47 70 26 37 33 / +47 97 12 97 99
post@lunheim-geiranger.no
https://www.fjordnorway.com/geiranger/planning-your-trip/
lunheim-accommodation-p83353

GEIRANGER TURBUSS OG TAXI
Bus, Minibus & Taxi service
+47 98 85 97 88 / +47 98 24 19 28
info@geirangertaxi.no
www.geirangerturbuss.no / www.geirangertaxi.no

GEIRANGER FJORDSERVICE
Fjord sightseeing/Boat & Guide service
+47 70 26 30 07
booking@geirangerfjord.no
www.geirangerfjord.no

FJORD GUIDING
Rib boat fjord safari on the Geirangerfjord
+47 70 26 30 07
booking@geirangerfjord.no
www.geirangerfjord.no

THE FJORDS
Ferry cruise Geirangerfjord
+47 57 63 14 00
info@visitflam.com
www.visitflam.com/activities/fjord-cruise-geirangerfjord
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Explore the fjords between October and April and bring out the Viking in you.

Book here: www.geirangerfjord.no/go-viking-in-geiranger-2